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Covid-19, whether real, imagined or blown outta
proportion,  there  lies  behind  this  scene  a  very  real
threat to us all non-elite.  Check out Senate Bill HR 6666
116 Congress.  If that doesn't give you cause for pause,
then this  chip patent Code 060606 should.   The well-
known elitist  Bill  Gates is funding Powerhouse behind
its production.  Further, this guy is the man behind the
curtain for the Imperial College London, which is where
all  statistics aired on mainstream media outlets (all  of
which in the past have been far below actual numbers),
are  modeled.   Over  in  China  Covid-19  immediately
ended all  protests  in  Hong Kong,  Wuhan and another
major city close by.  Convenient.

Following  the  “pandemic”  one  could  easily  see
that people are being especially agreeable with anything
governments implement, while too accepting “stimulus
bills”  without  question  or  protest.   Trillions  of  tax
dollars have been now used by government without so
much  as  question  from  the  frightened  sheep  in  the
United States.  For your thoughts, 330 million residents
reside here in the USA, give or take.  A mere $1,200 was
given to each pending approval.  The 2.2 trillion dollar
bill could have allowed a million each without touching
the change on that bill!!  Corporate America is booming
while little guys like Mom-and-Pop stores go under.  

Bill  Gates  has  recently  invested  in  medical
supplies,  along  with  many  elite  entities,  but  did  so  a
month or more before this “pandemic” struck.  Wake up
out there!!!  People have died, sure.  Yet each year there's
between 40-100 thousand flu deaths in America alone.
Sucks, but don't let government use fear to tighten the
leash on you.  “Never allow a good crisis to go to waste” -

a  very familiar statement.   Socialism = Communism &
Communism  =  Totalitarianism.   Resist  government
control or be forever held prisoner by those freedoms
you've relinquished to them.  People seem to forget that
governments only are as powerful as you let them be.
All  this  Dog  &  Pony  Show  politics  have  created
complacent and ignorant fools ready to believe any load
of  crap  their  favorite  candidate  puts  out.   Bill  Gates
openly speaks for population control.  Do you trust guy
making some vaccine for you?  Check out those before
mentioned bills,  folks.  It's about to get real.   Don't be
beaten by fear.  It's the type of weapon which time and
time again elitists have used to win wars they couldn't
otherwise  overcome.   Don't  give  up  without  a  fight.
Follow the money and you'll see what's really going on.  

If you have family or friends locked up in prison
or jail wherever – contact them.  These are conditions
where  any  kind  of  flu  can  be  serious.   Congested
environments  are  breeding  grounds  for  disease  and
prison is an ugly place to die.  It's oppressive, it's lonely,
hostile.

In  closing,  how  about  Gregg  Abbott?   Whether
parole  eligible  or  not,  Mr.  Abbott  states,  “We're  not
letting anybody go”.   I  feel  for  anyone who came here
with 2-years and dies of Covid-19.  Parole is a joke when
it's “discretionary”.


